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QUESTION 1:
DRAG DROP
Correctly place each cooling component in the floor layout.

Answer:
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QUESTION 2:
Certkiller .com will deploy a fully loaded rx8620 with a Server Expansion Unit (SEU).
The server and SEU will be equipped with redundant power supplies. Power will be
supplied via 30-amp PDUs, configured for redundancy. How many 30-amp PDUs will be
required?
A. two
B. three
C. four
D. six
Answer: C
QUESTION 3:
On an HP Integrity mid-range server, what is the minimum amount of DIMMs you can
order for a memory upgrade?
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A. 1
B. 2
C. 4
D. 8
Answer: C
QUESTION 4:
The rx8620 Itanium server includes which high-availability features? Select TWO.
A. three independent Ultra SCSI buses to internal disks
B. online CPU replacement
C. Dynamic Processor resilience and deallocation
D. N+3 power inputs
E. online addition and replacement of PCI I/O cards
Answer: C,E
QUESTION 5:
Which HP disaster-tolerant solution is most appropriate when customer's data centers are
located at a great distance from each other, and multiple clusters need to be managed and
protected?
A. Local MC/SG Cluster
B. Extended Campus Cluster
C. MetroCluster
D. ContinentalCluster
Answer: D
QUESTION 6:
Certkiller .com wants to install Microsoft Windows Server 2003 (64-bit) on one of the
rx8620 partitions. He has two criteria:
1. The rx8620 partition should boot from SAN.
2. Memory and file I/O access latency in that partition needs to be kept to a minimum.
What kind of system design would HP recommend in this case?
A. Select "No paging file" on Windows virtual memory settings.
B. Select "System managed size" on Windows virtual memory settings.
C. Locate pagefile.sys to disks that are built into the server using its internal data paths.
D. Increase the pagefile.sys size to four times the amount of physical memory.
Answer: C
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